
stroller range



As early as 1937, we have done our best to improve the lives of new pa-

rents by developing functional, versatile and innovative prams. The entire 

Mutsy collection is modular and versatile in such a way that it offers an 

appropriate system for every family and during every phase. A great deal 

of care is devoted to the ergonomics and safety of the child when deve-

loping each Mutsy product. For example, it is important that the angle 

between the backrest and the seating of the pushchair seat can be ad-

justed and that the child can rest in a fully reclined position. Comfort for 

parents has also been considered. All Mutsy pushchairs are a pleasure to 

use for a walk thanks to their manoeuvrability and the ergonomic push 

bar. Moreover, all chassis offer convenient transport and storage. Versati-

lity, focus on ergonomics and ease of use, and all this in a stylish design: 

that is what we call ‘simple human magic’!

H I S T O R Y  R O L L S  O N



The Igo, Mutsy's latest luxury pram: a pleasure to use and for strolling, both for the parent and the baby.
The Igo has an ultra-light  carry cot that weights only 3.4 kg. The Igo seat has a soft cushion and can 
be clicked onto the chassis in 2 directions. In addition to springs on the back axle, the Igo chassis also 
has front wheel suspension for extra comfort on rough grounds and it is available in standard
colours: silver and dark grey.Moreover, the Igo is fitted with a leather-look grip and a bumper bar.

FARMER EARTH

PURE FOG

URBAN NOMAD

+ farmer standard chassis

+ pure standard chassis

+ pure dark gray chassis

IGO 

8.7 kg 5.6 kg

4.5 kg -

3.4 kg -

80 cm 58 cm 110 cm

70 cm 58 cm 39 cm

63 cm 49.5 cm 18 cm

Technical characteristics of the Igo:
product description  complete product  product without wheels

Igo

Igo seat

Igo carry cot

product description length width height

unfolded chassis

folded chassis

folded chassis without wheels



IGO - PURE FOG

We are surrounded by beautiful nature, which we love to enjoy. Yet this nature is 
vulnerable. That is why we strive for a greener world; to leave something beautiful for 
our children. 
The Pure series consists of two refreshing colour combinations with a 100% cotton lining 
and an exterior fabric made from 100% recycled PET. This fabric, made from used PET 
bottles, is a beautiful environment-friendly material. Although the fabric is technically
strong, it feels very pleasant thanks to its soft texture and breathable characteristics.  
The accents of the Igo Pure are light, nearly white in colour and very modern in 
design - typical of the Mutsy Igo series

edition Igo Pure Fog + pure standard Chassis 



IGO - FARMER EARTH

The Farmer model reflects a certain lifestyle, the appreciation of durability, healthy and 
genuine food and a love for farming life.  Just dream away with us about eating a ripe
tomato. Flowering meadows with gentle and lively colours. Hopping around with the 
goats under the sun and feeding the chickens together with your kids. 

Simple pockets finished with thick stitching, exterior materials with a wool, herringbone
and jute look in natural colors, a quilted lining of organic cotton, metal accents that
reflect durability and dark-brown synthetic leather accents for a timeless look. These 
are the characteristics of the Farmer style.

edition Igo Farmer earth + farmer standard Chassis 



IGO - URBAN NOMAD

Urban Nomads, with their laptops and smartphones in hand, live and work in urban areas.
Instead of renting office space, they prefer to go into a coffee shop and work there 
quietly. They want to discover the world and to raise their children in a challenging 
multi-cultural and diverse environment without losing sight of the comfort and well-being 
of their child.
With emphasis on ergonomics and flexibility, a design that is compact, lightweight and 
easy to store and of course natural colours and a modern leather finish, this Urban 
Nomad model meets all wishes

edition Igo Urban nomad Dark Gray + pure dark gray Chassis 



IGO - ACCESSORIES 

maxi cosi adapters - igo parasol - igo raincover seat - igo

raincover carry cot - igo uv cover seat - igo step-up board igo/evo

footmuff - farmer earth footmuff - pure fog footmuff - urban nomad

cupholder - igo uv cover cot - igo shopping bag - igo



The Mutsy Evo makes its users feel as if they are walking on air. It is so comfortable for 
parents and the baby and in addition, it is so simple to use. The front wheels swivel 
360° to provide much needed manoeuvrability in the city. The front wheels can be
fixed for use on natural terrain, so that it is easily pushed on sand or on forest ground. 
The Evo can also be used with various inserts, such as a spacious carry cot, a 
hardened shell-type seat and various types of car seats (group 0+). 
In addition, the seat can be positioned in two directions.  To sum up: class and safety 
combined with fantastic ease of use.

FARMER EARTH

INDUSTRIAL ROCK

URBAN NOMAD

+ farmer standard chassis

+ pure standard chassis

+ pure dark gray chassis

EVO 

(Carry Cot and Maxi - Cosi Car Seat and adapter sold separately)



EVO - URBAN NOMAD - LIGHT GREY

Urban Nomads have environmental awareness, prefer to use public transportation 
instead of cars, buy recyclable and biodegradable packaging and organise clothing 
exchanges. They read the news and magazines online. They seek sustainable and mobile
solutions, without compromising on the well-being of their babies or themselves.

With its emphasis on ergonomics and flexibility, a compact and lightweight design, 
easy to store and with its natural colours and modern synthetic leather finish, this Urban 
Nomad model meets all the requirements. 

edition Evo Urban Nomad Light Grey + Dark Grey Chassis 



EVO - FARMER EARTH

The Farmer model reflects a certain lifestyle, the appreciation of durability, healthy and 
genuine food and a love for farming life.  Just dream away with us about eating a ripe
tomato. Flowering meadows with gentle and lively colours. Hopping around with the 
goats under the sun and feeding the chickens together with your kids. 

Simple pockets finished with thick stitching, exterior materials with a wool, herringbone
and jute look in natural colors, a quilted lining of organic cotton, metal accents that
reflect durability and dark-brown synthetic leather accents for a timeless look. These 
are the characteristics of the Farmer style.

edition Evo Farmer earth + farmer standard Chassis 



EVO - INDUSTRIAL ROCK

The Evo Industrial pays homage to the daily reality of young parents. The collection is 
made from materials that can brave the elements that we are exposed to daily.

We love denim because of its authentic look. In addition to denim, only leather is 
capable of ageing so nicely.  That is why we have combined these robust materials in a 
timeless style with focus on the smallest details. The leather straps of the grip, the metal 
teeth of the zipper, the rivets, perforated leather and the cool stitching: together they 
constitute the Evo Industrial, the ultimate pushchair in its purest form.  

edition Evo Industrial Rock + silver standard Chassis 



EVO - ACCESSORIES 
maxi cosi adapters - evo parasol - evo raincover seat - evo

raincover carry cot - evo uv cover seat - evo step-up board igo/evo

footmuff - farmer earth footmuff - industrial rock footmuff - urban nomad

 8.2 kg 5.3 kg

 3.7 kg -

 4.7 kg -

89 cm 61 cm 105 cm

68 cm 61 cm 29 cm

61 cm 47 cm 26 cm

Technical characteristics of the Evo:

product description   complete product  product without wheels

Evo

Evo seat

Evo carry cot

product description length width height

unfolded chassis

folded chassis

folded chassis without wheels



NEXO

The Nexo has a refreshing look, soft upholstery with leather accents. There are also lovely 
matching accessories available!

The Nexo range is available in 2 colour combinations:

 

edition Nexo Mist Melange



NEXO

The little brother of the Igo is a practical pram with an adjustable seat and 
height-adjustable handles. The fully reclined position and the front wheel
suspension offer optimal comfort for a napping child.   
The back support can be readjusted by using the button at the backside. 
The swivelling front wheels ensure a comfortable ride anywhere with this 
handy pushchair. To sum up: a compact buggy that is very easy to fold 
and to use. The frame of the Nexo is the lightest of its kind, only 5.7 kg!

edition Nexo Blue Melange

Accessories

Cupholder Raincover Maxi Cosi Adapters

9.3 kg 84 cm 51 cm 101 cm

9.3 kg 64 cm 51 cm 44 cm

Technical characteristics of the Nexo:

product description weight length width height

unfolded chassis

folded chassis





mutsy.com/auen

facebook.com/mutsyaustralia

pinterest.com/mutsyworld

youtube.com/mutsyglobal

instagram.com/mutsyaustralia

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

Contact Us: 1300 732 599


